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Original Order Blurb Added letter Old Movie Title New Movie Title Unit of Time Order by Time

1
Bruce Willis travels to an object in orbit to open a dozen doors 
before the fall season ends and a virus is released. O 12 Monkeys 12 Moon keys season 8

2

Bruce Willis, a hitman for the mob, must jump back to the last 
millennium to stop himself (played by someone else) from 
making an embarrassing error during filming. B Looper Blooper millennium 12

3

A SETI researcher at the turn of the century journeys through 
wormholes in order to sign a legally binding document with 
extraterrestrial beings, only to come back and find she's 
recorded only static. R Contact Contract century 11

4

In this comedy, three friends have a chance to travel back to 
the previous month when they spill a radioactive energy drink 
on a bucket of owls. O

Hot Tub Time 
Machine

Hoot Tub Time 
Machine month 7

5

An aspiring writer gets transported to a Christian county the 
minute the clock strikes 12 and falls in love with the woman of 
his dreams only to realize she lives in the 1920s. H Midnight in Paris Midnight in Parish minute 2

6

On a distant hunk of rock in the future, the day is ruled by a 
collection of cassettes from the Oberon that have evolved to 
enslave their former human overlords. And of course the 
humans don't have a "REC" button on their VCRs. T Planet of the Apes Planet of the Tapes day 4

7

After spending years working on a secret Broadway show, a 
man undergoes a memory wipe and discovers he had agreed to 
trade his rich compensation package for a handful of everyday 
items. L Paycheck Playcheck year 9

8

A man spends a fortnight building a curling iron in his garage, 
but comes into conflict with his double, who wants to be even 
prettier. Eventually, he brings another curling iron into the first 
one to preen even more. P Primer Primper fortnight 6

9

Hugh Jackman plays a duke who travels eons into the future 
and begins a romance with a cartilaginous fish (played by Meg 
Ryan). S Kate & Leopold Skate & Leopold eon 13

10

The story of Captain James T. Kirk's harrowing several hour 
journey from the apartment building lobby to his 11th floor flat... 
without an elevator! Oh, and there's some plot line about 
whales. I

Star Trek: The 
Voyage Home

Stair Trek: The 
Voyage Home hour 3

11

A group of Mexicans tasked by God with repairing the space-
time continuum instead use that power to rob historical figures 
across the decades. O Time Bandits Time Banditos decade 10



12
An officer (Tom Cruise) has a series of second chances to 
repel an invading alien block of cheese. W Edge of Tomorrow Wedge of Tomorrow second 1

13

In a dystopian world, Kitty Pryde sends Wolverine to acquire 
some sticky liquid for a weapon. He has one week to stop the 
rise of the Sentinels, and counter their unstoppable sticky 
mush. E

X-Men of Future 
Past

X-Men: Days of 
Future Paste week 5

Each of the blurbs also had a unit of time. Because we're in the time round. 
If we reorder by the unit of time (in increasing magnitude).

12
An officer (Tom Cruise) has a series of second chances to 
repel an invading alien block of cheese. W Edge of Tomorrow Wedge of Tomorrow second 1

5

An aspiring writer gets transported to a Christian county the 
minute the clock strikes 12 and falls in love with the woman of 
his dreams only to realize she lives in the 1920s. H Midnight in Paris Midnight in Parish minute 2

10

The story of Captain James T. Kirk's harrowing several hour 
journey from the apartment building lobby to his 11th floor flat... 
without an elevator! Oh, and there's some plot line about 
whales. I

Star Trek: The 
Voyage Home

Stair Trek: The 
Voyage Home hour 3

6

On a distant hunk of rock in the future, the day is ruled by a 
collection of cassettes from the Oberon that have evolved to 
enslave their former human overlords. And of course the 
humans don't have a "REC" button on their VCRs. T Planet of the Apes Planet of the Tapes day 4

13

In a dystopian world, Kitty Pryde sends Wolverine to acquire 
some sticky liquid for a weapon. He has one week to stop the 
rise of the Sentinels, and counter their unstoppable sticky 
mush. E

X-Men of Future 
Past

X-Men: Days of 
Future Paste week 5

8

A man spends a fortnight building a curling iron in his garage, 
but comes into conflict with his double, who wants to be even 
prettier. Eventually, he brings another curling iron into the first 
one to preen even more. P Primer Primper fortnight 6

4

In this comedy, three friends have a chance to travel back to 
the previous month when they spill a radioactive energy drink 
on a bucket of owls. O

Hot Tub Time 
Machine

Hoot Tub Time 
Machine month 7

1
Bruce Willis travels to an object in orbit to open a dozen doors 
before the fall season ends and a virus is released. O 12 Monkeys 12 Moon keys season 8

7

After spending years working on a secret Broadway show, a 
man undergoes a memory wipe and discovers he had agreed to 
trade his rich compensation package for a handful of everyday 
items. L Paycheck Playcheck year 9



11

A group of Mexicans tasked by God with repairing the space-
time continuum instead use that power to rob historical figures 
across the decades. O Time Bandits Time Banditos decade 10

3

A SETI researcher at the turn of the century journeys through 
wormholes in order to sign a legally binding document with 
extraterrestrial beings, only to come back and find she's 
recorded only static. R Contact Contract century 11

2

Bruce Willis, a hitman for the mob, must jump back to the last 
millennium to stop himself (played by someone else) from 
making an embarrassing error during filming. B Looper Blooper millennium 12

9

Hugh Jackman plays a duke who travels eons into the future 
and begins a romance with a cartilaginous fish (played by Meg 
Ryan). S Kate & Leopold Skate & Leopold eon 13

Now the added letters spell WHITE POOL ORBS
So the answer is CUE BALLS


